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Chairman’s Welcome
Editor Alan Laing brings us another excellent edition of Fife Flying Club Newsletter. It’s a diverse mix of aviation
topics and you are sure to find much of interest.
Since the last edition in February the transformation of the airfield has continued. The recovery from the COVID
pandemic is happening but perhaps not as quickly as we would like. Flying has recommenced and airfield
movements are better than last year. Tayside Aviation has based more aircraft and instructors at Fife so there is
improved availability for students and renters. Hangarage is available for owners. The club committee have not, to
date, been able to hold club nights or other events but we hope to do so in the near future. Meantime, the
committee and club members continue to support the airfield operator and enhance the airfield facilities in small but
significant ways. The webcam coverage has been re-established and the radio is manned on weekends as well as
some mid-week days.
We’ve all been out of currency so, if you’ve not already done so, get your check flight organised and let’s get in the
air. I’m looking forward to a semblance of pre-COVID normality in the coming months.

Chris Anderson

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Tayside and Fife Airport News
Efforts continue to get staff and a company to run the Skyview Café full time – Jim Watt is now in
negotiations with a company to do this.
Tayside have now got their licence to run the “CRI” – Class Rating Instructor – course. This course is for
those of you interested in doing some flight instruction – but who don’t want to do the full FI course. With a
CRI, you can teach up to the level of formal flying qualification that you hold. Contact Tayside for more
details.
Matting is now on site to create a taxiway from the Alpha sign to along in front of Hangar 4 – so that there
will be an alternative route (probably one-way) for aircraft to get from the hangars to the apron.

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Webcams – Good News
After a slight hiatus caused
by various tech issues, we
now have two webcams up
and running again – we
know how popular the
webcams are and there is
an article later in the
Newsletter explaining how
we went about getting the new east camera up and running recently. As with all good photo opportunities,
there is always someone around who will photobomb any situation (Darren in the east camera shot….).

Jim Watt – Fly With the Best.
With Jim Watt’s massive investment in Fife Airport this year, turning the
place into the airfield it deserves to be, I thought it would be interesting to
find out a bit more about Jim and how he came to be running one of the
biggest flying schools in the UK – and Fife Airport. (AL)
As many young lads do, building an Airfix model was my first interest in
aircraft at the age
of 12. Spookily
enough my first
model was in fact a
Cessna Birddog as
shown on this old
booklet below.
What is even more
spooky is that in a
full circle , I now
have an 0-1 Birddog
painted exactly as
in this picture .
As a school kid I drew this airplane on all my school jotters and drew the American Star decal on nearly everything I
had. You hold onto a dream long enough and maybe it will come true.
I was a Sea Cadet from age about 12 as Air Cadets were not established where I lived at the time. It was inevitable
then that I joined the Royal Navy aged 15 and a half. I went to HMS Ganges and then HMS Dryad, the Radar and
Navigation School near Portsmouth. In 1972 I joined my first ship, an anti-submarine frigate, HMS Yarmouth. I
became the ship’s Navigator’s Yeoman and served
during the Cod Wars. I spent time serving at the
Maritime Headquarters at Pitreavie then onto my last
ship HMS Brereton. It’s true to say I was born in
Falkirk but was made in the Royal Navy. I branchchanged to the Fleet Air Arm but decided to leave the
Navy and get married to Kate . Kate and I met when
we were both in the Sea Cadets.
Although I got lots of opportunities to fly in the Navy
it would be not until 1987 and aged 31 when I took a
trial flying lesson in a CFM Shadow Microlight that I
took up flying.
I worked for Forth Ports as a Coxswain on buoy
maintenance vessel when I left the Navy then I joined British Gas for 17 years. In 1995 I became Head of Consumer
Affairs for a Cable company before becoming Managing Director for Encore Environmental aggregates. This company
was bought over by Tarmac in 2002.
In 2004, I was at a crossroads in life aged 48 I needed a new challenge. Kate said one day “well what would you really
like to do?” I said I would like to become a flight instructor and she simply said “why not”. I gave up my job and
went to Glasgow Nautical College for 9 months to do my ATPL exams. A few months later I sat my CPL, MEP and FI
ratings aged 49. At the same time I got the opportunity to buy into Tayside Aviation with three other directors and
over time I have bought them out to own Tayside Aviation outright.

Jim Watt - Aircraft Flown.




CFM Shadow , owned a third share.
T300 Thruster , owned a ninth share
Chevron Microlight , own a third share.

Converted my Microlight licence in 1991 to Light
aircraft at Tayside Aviation in Perth.
1995 went to Florida to do my IMC and Night
rating.
Joined Scottish Airways Flyers group at Prestwick flying the PA38, PA28 and C152. (Group of 40).
I bought a TB10 which I owned for 12 years around 1998.
Since taking over Tayside I have regularly flown, DA20 Katana, DA40, DA42 twin, C152s, Grob 115, Piper Cub, PA28s
Arrow, Archer, Piper Seneca, Piper Saratoga, Piper Comanche, Tecnam Twin P2010, Tecnam P2002, Tecnam P2008,
Aquila 211, Harvard, Cessna 172, C182RG, C206, Cessna Caravan and G8 Airvan.
I have a CPL, MSEP and MEP ratings and am a qualified Flight Instructor
Most memorable flight was to rescue a Grob that was dropped in Nancy in France near the German Border. I flew
our Arrow with another pilot to Gloucester airport, then over to France and all the way down the German Border.
We flew the Grob and Arrow in formation back to Lydd, then on to Dundee via Humberside. Total distance about
1500nm. I also led a formation of five Birddogs around the Isle of Wight in 2019 which was fun but very demanding.
I have actually flown seven different aircraft in the one
day but nothing compares to the Cessna Birddog which
was a lifelong dream to own a Birddog. When I went to
look at the Birddog at a little private strip near
Southampton, it wasn’t for sale. The chap who owned it
had become ill and lost his medical so it hadn’t flown for
a year. I showed the chap my old picture and we
compared it with the real airplane in front of us which
was near identical.
He tapped me on
the shoulder and
said “it needs to
fly, you should have it”. A month or so later I arrived at Fairly Farm strip near
Southampton, climbed in and started her up. No check out, I just taxied around
a bit went to the top of the hill and took off. Landed at Truxton for fuel then
Beverly and landed at Dundee later that day.

So its ends where it began with the 0-1 Birddog, G-VDOG – “sometimes things
turn out the way they are supposed to”. (Harrison Ford)
Jim Watt
(Jim’s seven aircraft in one day were: TB10, Grob 115, PA28 Warrior, Seneca,
Piper Comanche, PA28 Arrow and finally a Cessna 172 - AL).
------------------------------------

Name that Plane…..
The aircraft from the last Newsletter. It is a
Convair B-36 “Peacemaker”. They were built just
after WW2 and were pretty quickly replaced by
the B-52. Six prop engines and later versions had
four turbojets as well. The photo shows the
prototype. If you have ever seen the James
Stewart film “Strategic Air Command” you will
have been treated to some excellent air-to-air
shots of the B-36, as well as the B-47 Stratojet.

The plane for this newsletter – what is this?
(Now based at Fife).

And – what did it used to be?

-----------------------------------------

Meet the Tenants…..
Fife Airport is fairly thriving now – with the revitalization of the old “Tipsy Nipper” into the Skyview Café, more flying
training going on and the addition of Skyhook Helicopters and Kingdom Helicopters at the western end of the
airfield. Along with longer-term residents such
as
Skydive St. Andrews and Murray’s Taxis, the
airfield is fairly buzzing. The Newsletter editor
met with some of the residents, old and new,
and what follows is a brief introduction to
those that share the airfield with the Club and
Tayside Aviation.

Skyhook Helicopters is based down at

the western end of the airfield in the buildings
recently occupied by Purvis Haulage. Slightly
more aeronautical machines inhabit the
hangars now – two single-engined Airbus Squirrel helicopters and a twin-engined Squirrel is also based at Fife
although is away at the moment. The helicopters are used for a variety of tasks but one recent job has been up in
the Cairngorms, lifting concrete up the mountain to assist with the repairs to the funicular railway. The singleengined aircraft can lift up to 1200kgs at a time. In addition, the aircraft are used for assisting in wetland restoration
work, tree surveys and even rescuing downed aircraft – a light aircraft made a wheels-up landing on Jura last year
and was airlifted back to Oban by one of Skyhook’s helicopters.
There is also an Augusta-Westland 109 Trekker helicopter based in the hangars which is privately operated.
----------------------------

Kingdom Helicopters are also based in the same hangars – offering a helicopter PPL training service.

There are
three types available for training (or self-fly for
qualified pilots) from Kingdom - a Robinson R22, a
R44 and a R66.
Anyone interested in learning to fly helicopters – or
just a trial flight to see what it is like – can contact
Keith Timpson at keith@kingdomhelicopters.co.uk.
The photos show the three types – from the two-seat
R22, to the blue 4-seat R44 – and – what every lawn
needs – a 4/5-seat R66.

---------------------------------------------------

Murray’s Taxis are also based in the industrial units at the western

end of the airfield. They are hidden away slightly – next door to
Skyhook, and have been based at the airfield since 2010! They have 9
vehicles, consisting of 4-, 8- and 17-seaters as well as wheelchair
accessible vehicles. They welcome any runs, large or small and can take
card payments in their vehicles. Handy to remember if you need to get
to and from the airfield to fly – or we have inbound visitors who need taxis to travel on to their local destinations.
The company have various numbers including 01592 754004.

And an interesting aside….

Reporting for the

Newsletter, I went down to the west end and met
Charlotte at Skyhook then went over to Murray’s Taxis
and met Barry Murray. Barry, it turns out, is a taxi
driver – and an expert model maker. Working in 1/6th
scale he scratch-builds models “mainly for fun” – the
example he had at the office is a part-finished anti-grav
“motorcycle” based on one found in a Star Wars video
game. Barry works in sheet aluminum and other
materials and uses off-the-shelf 1/6th scale figures to
complete the models. So as well as 12 years residency
at Fife Airport, Murrays are also turning out their own
flying machines…..
-------------------------------------------------

Skydive St. Andrews have been based at Fife since

March 2009 after moving here from Kingsmuir airfield, out to
the north of Anstruther. Most pilots will wonder why anyone
will want to get out of a perfectly serviceable aircraft at height
but it is amazing how many people are queuing up to do so.
The company is run by Sandy Barnett, who may often be
heard covering the radio at Fife on days when jumping is
going on. Skydive currently operate three aircraft – the longserving Cessna 206 (G-OSSA) and a Cessna 185 (G-RNRM). A
relatively recent addition has been a Gippsland GA-8 Airvan
(G-VANA), although Skydive has also operated another Airvan, G-SCOL. (I know, aviation purists, that the Gippsland
company became GippsAero and subsequently has been taken over by an Indian company, but G-VANA was born a
Gippsland).
Interesting aviation facts from Sandy Barnett –
“Regarding the origins of G-OSSA (which was
built in 1967), it has quite an interesting
history. It had previously been on both the
Canadian and US registers and had also been
on floats before being purchased by an Israeli
who flew it to Israel. For that trip it had the
present long range main fuel tanks and two
wing tip tanks which also doubled as wing
extensions. In addition it had a large tank
inside the cabin giving it something like sixteen
hours endurance. He did trip in three legs, the first and longest leg being from the east coast of America to the
Azores - something like 14 hours in the air.
Skydive bought it in Israel in 2003 and I (Sandy) ferried it
back to the UK from Tel Aviv via Cyprus, Greece, Italy and
France. Much of the history for this aircraft is written in
Hebrew.”
As for the 185, it belonged to the Royal Navy and Royal
Marines (hint – G-RNRM) and was used for parachuting by
them. And it was once, in its lifetime, also a floatplane.

If you fancy jumping out of an aircraft at 10,000ft with a
parachute instructor strapped to your back, anyone can contact Skydive St. Andrews through their website or
Facebook page and arrange the experience! It is worth doing…. (I have done it once and it was “interesting”!
Would I do it again…..? No comment. (Ed))
----------------------------------------------------------------

Possible new syndicate forming.
Still tentative (and still on-going) at the moment, a number of people are interested in finding an aircraft to form a new
syndicate around, to be based at Fife. Anyone interested please contact the Newsletter Editor
(alanlaing45@icloud.com)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Flying Photos
As published in the last Newsletter before the Skyview Special Edition…. There must be loads of you
who always fly with a camera. Let’s see some of these photos! A tenner prize for the best one
published in the next Newsletter!
Despite the on-going COVID nonsense it has been a great summer – there MUST be lots of really good
flying photos out there amongst you. Come on, send them in and we’ll publish them!!
Here’s one I got on the way back from a day trip to Oban… Cracking view of Ben Nevis from 4,000ft
overhead Dalmally.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Another “flying” photograph. There are various websites that tell you when the
International Space Station will be visible – only briefly, as it arcs across the sky.
Some appearances can be pretty good, with several minutes where the station is up
to 40 degrees above the horizon. On one such pass recently, I got the camera out
with a Canon 28-300mm lens on it (420mm equivalent on my Canon 750D) and fired
off a lot of shots at various shutter speeds – and with some Photoshop jiggery-pokery
managed to pull this image out. You can see the two main sets of solar panels and
the main body of the station. At the time, the app was saying the station was about
270 miles above the earth but about 560 miles away as the rocket-propelled crow
might fly….. With 7 people on board. Doing 17,000mph.
AL

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mysteries of the Air #1.

The Silence of the Star Tiger

I’m sure that one of the enjoyable aspects of our hobby is carrying
passengers, and we have all experienced flying as passengers on
scheduled airliners, to a greater or lesser degree of enjoyment!
However, it is a sober reflection that although commercial
passenger flights are barely one hundred years old, during that
short space of time, air travel has incurred many of the mysteries
that beset centuries of maritime voyaging. A phenomenon which
has persisted into our modern technologically advanced era, evidenced by the tragic disappearance of Malaysian
Airlines flight 370.

The subject of this article however is of a similar, and no less baffling, although largely forgotten case. Namely that
of the loss of the Avro Tudor Star Tiger, G-HANP, in January 1948. Star Tiger and her sister ships Star Panther and
Star Lion were Mk. IV Avro Tudors owned and operated by British South American Airways. The company had been
formed in 1946 to service routes to South America from the UK, to exploit growing business and leisure interests in
the region. BSAA had secured adequate investment and had received its charter from Parliament. Both management
and flight crews had been drawn from the most experienced airmen of the day, most of them serving as pathfinder
crews during the war, and thirteen of them would subsequently become senior jet captains with BOAC.
The airline employed Lancastrians, Avro Yorks, and the new Tudors. In 1947, a new route was inaugurated linking
England to western South America via Lisbon, the Azores, and Bermuda, with a diversionary route to Newfoundland
in emergencies. The route had been operated safely, albeit with narrow margins, for three months. This mid-Atlantic
route was the longest oversea flight at the time - two thousand miles - out of radio contact most of the time, and in
unpredictable weather - mostly high winds.
When Star Tiger left Heathrow on the 27th of January 1948, on a round trip to Cuba, they had little idea of the
pitfalls awaiting them. The highly experienced crew included Captain, First and Second Officers, Radio Operator, and
two stewardesses, or “Star Girls” as they were known. The passengers numbered twenty-five, including Air Marshall
Sir Arthur Coningham, former commander of the Desert Air Force.
During the first leg to Lisbon, the electric cabin heating failed, causing icicles to form on the roof. More worrying was
an engine problem and a compass fault. These snags were corrected, (or were they?) at Lisbon. This resulted in the
first delay of two and a half hours, but despite the heating problem recurring, they arrived safely at Santa Maria in
the Azores against a sixty-knot headwind. Waiting on the ramp was a BSAA Lancastrian, en route to Bermuda with
cargo, and a relief crew who would fly Star Tiger to Cuba.
The weather and high winds were a real concern and the captains in conference decided to postpone flying out until
the next day. The passengers and crew spent the night in the airport hotel, a not unusual occurrence in those days.
Next afternoon, the 30th, the winds having abated somewhat, and the Met. Forecast, such as it was, looking more
favourable, they decided to proceed. The Lancastrian which carried more fuel but was slower left two hours before
the Tudor, but expected to be overtaken by the faster airliner.
A problem arose almost immediately, with the Lancastrian reporting much stronger winds than forecast at altitude.
In fact, they were blown sixty miles off track before a radio fix from Bermuda corrected their course. Captain
MacMillan in the Tudor elected to fly much lower, but this meant flying through thick cloud and rain, with astrosightings impossible. Their fuel duration was sixteen hours, with the flight estimated to take fourteen and a half
hours, but it was half way out before they managed a star sighting, and shortly after, contact with Bermuda assured
them they were on course, but fuel would be tight because of the winds they were fighting.
They were well past the decision point for diverting when they received a welcoming Class 1 bearing from Bermuda,
and radioed that they would contact Approach in thirty minutes. That was the last the world heard from Star Tiger.
Bermuda Approach tried to contact them after thirty five minutes, but to no avail.
In spite of appalling weather, the Lancastrian, which had newly arrived, and twenty-five other aircraft searched the
area, but nothing was found. No wreckage, life rafts, or bodies were ever found. Various theories were propounded,
but by the time of the official enquiry no concrete evidence was forthcoming. Several conjectures, all plausible, but
nothing evidential, were put forward.
The Chairman of BSAA claimed it was sabotage, particularly when another Tudor, Star Ariel, was lost within the year,
and he claimed that a known saboteur had been seen near the aircraft. Pilot error and fuel starvation were ruled out
as likely, likewise faulty navigation, because of the experience of the crew. A lookout on a Norwegian Freighter
claims he spotted an aircraft at the same time as the last radio call, but it was actually too far away to have been the
Tudor.

Perhaps nearer to the truth was the opinion of Captain Eric “Winkle” Brown, who had tested a Tudor for the R.A.E.,
and referred to it as this luckless aircraft. He surmised it may have suffered a serious engine problem at low altitude,
leading to catastrophic disaster.
The incidents were to ring the death knell of both the Tudor and BSAA, although the type remained in service for
some time as a freighter, including service with RAF Transport Command. Notwithstanding the losses, the Tudor was
already obsolete as the age of the large propliners such as the Constellation and DC6 had begun. Star Tiger’s fate
however, must always remain conjecture, as she keeps her long silence.
Jim Millar

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Oban – the Other Way…..
Strictly speaking this should be entitled – “North Connel – the
other way”. No doubt many of you will have a stock “day out”
flight over to North Connel (Oban) Airport – then come out of
the airport and turn right, walk down to the Lochnell Arms
Hotel for lunch, then back to the airport and home. Recently
myself and my partner have come out the airport and turned
left – following the cycle path north towards the wee village of
Benderloch. The cycle path follows the old railway line, so is
very flat and easy going. The beaches up by Benderloch are
fantastic. We did this trip in August 2020, then again this
August. Took a picnic and sat on the beach in glorious
sunshine and watched the world go by. Sadly the café in Benderloch was closed (due to COVID!) so we
didn’t get our afternoon tea and scone before heading back to the airfield but other than that, a superb day
out. And about an hour each way in the TB9. In the photo above, the beach in the distance faces due
south so catches the sun – and is about half a mile long. Take your swimming cozzie!
AL
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Flying Memory….
A friend of mine from my days down
south when I lived near Northampton
dropped me a line recently and asked if
a mutual acquaintance could get in touch
with a flying query. Of course he could –
turns out a mutual work colleague was
compiling a logbook of all the flying he
had ever done (he’s not a pilot) and
seems I took him and some friends flying
many years ago. Could I confirm the
date, and the time we flew? Digging
through old logbooks I discovered that I
had in fact flown Clive on 14th March 1993 in the Northampton School of Flying’s (NSF) Cessna 172, GBAEW. Clive even sent some photos. Sadly, none of them are clear enough to prove that I once had a full
head of hair (see me in photo apparently trying to find the rudder pedals)…..
But the email from Clive reminded me of a near close encounter with G-BAEW. One November afternoon
later in 1993, having sneaked away early from work, I hoped to get half an hour of circuits in before the light
went. When I arrived at the airfield (Sywell Aerodrome) I was surprised and a bit peeved to see EW taxying
out with three folk on board. When I got to the NSF desk I was told not to worry, a chap had some friends
over from France and wanted to do a quick ten-minute wide circuit with them just to say they’d been flying
with him. I did the paperwork as far as I could and sat down, reading a magazine and idly listening to the

radio monitoring the Sywell frequency. EW took off, reported downwind then - “Mayday, Mayday,
Mayday, G-BAEW, south of the field, going down, engine failure” was what we all heard in the
clubhouse…. To cut a long story short, the chap had suffered carb icing which caused the engine to fail
about one mile south of the airfield at 1,000 feet. He got the plane down safely but it did nose over in a
ploughed field. They all walked away but the aircraft was written off as the entire top surface of the wing
was damaged beyond repair.
To this day, I wonder….. if I had turned up that bit earlier at the airfield and beat the chap to the aircraft,
would that have been me, upside down in a field on the downwind leg? Would I have made as much of a
success of the landing? Thankfully I will never know. But I am always wary of carb icing, remembering that
mayday call…..
AL

----------------------------------------------

“easyJet Rising – How an orange airline changed the way we fly”
By Tony Anderson ISBN: 978-1-9162645-1-9

Published by Nielsen, 2019 - available on Amazon

As easyJet’s first marketing director, Tony Anderson played a central role in
helping to get the fledgling airline of the ground and set the foundation for its
success. Having previously worked for Thomas Cook and British Airways (BA), he
regularly refers to himself as ‘a gamekeeper turned poacher’ with undermining
and clever tactics to one up his previous employers. Being part of a start-up airline
is a risk that Tony grapples with throughout the book and he shares his
perspectives of those successes as well as those not so successful. He holds
nothing back in this account and I think the book’s dedication (see below) sets the
tone perfectly.

Dedication
‘To British Airways, whose high fares made this book
possible.’
Initially, Tony was invited for lunch with Stelios Haji-loannou (easyJet founder) and
subsequently offered the chance to be a part of his vision of a low cost revolution.
Deciding on an office location and base was next, with the pair of them getting to work,
designing the brand that would transform the skies over Europe. Building a team around
them and getting the easyJet brand out there followed, with audacious marketing tactics
that drew the attention of mass media, which was critical at a time when the internet was in its infancy. The regular
rivalry between themselves, BA and Ryanair led to the deployment of very cunning marketing tactics to undermine
each other. An example of this is when Tony and the team submitted posters to be advertised above BA’s check in
desks within Aberdeen’s terminal building, that read ‘Beware! Thieves operate in this airport’ sporting BA corporate
colours. To no surprise, these were not approved, however the whole submission stunt was picked up in the press
and easyJet ended up not paying a penny for all the exposure.
These tactics were not limited to traditional marketing, with 10 of the easyJet team booking themselves on to the
launch of ‘Go Air’s’ (BA’s low cost carrier) inaugural flight out of Stansted, turning up in bright orange boiler suits (see
opposite) that had letters on the back which spelt out ‘Go easyJet’ when combined. To rub salt in the wound, Stelios
also handed out free easyJet flight vouchers to all passengers onboard the flight, gaining a seething reaction from his
opposite number.

This style and audacity was not limited to the brands marketing, with Tony also sharing the
airlines tactic to ‘cut out the middleman’ (Travel agents) from sales, leading to difficult
relationships with some. He recalls Stelios telling a packed hall of travel agents ‘the
relationship between us is simple: I hate you and you hate me…’ - which at the time was
unthinkable for an airline.
My favourite piece from Tony’s recollections is the teams attempt to enter the Dutch
market, taking aim at KLM who’s marketing over the years had consisted of elegant swans,
which were a prime target. EasyJet took out a Dutch newspaper ad that had a dazed looking
swan and the literal translation for ‘The hunting season has started’ written above it (see
opposite).
These are only a handful of the experiences that Tony shares and I would highly recommend this well written and
entertaining book. I don’t think I’ve ever considered the struggles of building an airline to be quite like this and the
effect it’s had on aviation across the continent. A very enjoyable and informative read.
Ross Grieve

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An Air Experience
It was July 1965. I was 18 years old and it was the week of the
ATC Summer Camp, which was the best week of the year for
any ATC cadet. Our squadron was at RAF Waddington. It was
the height of the Cold War and Waddington was then a V
Bomber station with Vulcan squadrons based. There were a
couple of Chipmunks at Station Flight for Air Experience flights.
Soon it was my turn to get my 30 minutes. I recognised the pilot
as a Flight Lieutenant who had shown us round his “office” in
the Vulcan the day before. A couple of months previously, I had
completed a Flying Scholarship at Perth and had a brand new Private Pilot Licence in the top pocket of the
battledress blouse. Those were the days when an ATC Flying Scholarship paid for four weeks
accommodation and 30 hours flying which, at that time, was enough to qualify for a PPL, as long as you
kept on your toes and the weather was reasonably favourable.
The pilot asked what I would like to do with my all too brief
minutes in the air. Wanting to make the best of my MODfunded time on a Chipmunk by improving my barely
adequate landing skills I said I’d like to do a few circuits.
He said that was fine but as he didn’t have a QFI rating he
couldn’t let me fly from the front seat. However, he said,
“I’ll deal with the radio, you fly the plane, let’s go.” I
waddled out to the aircraft with a parachute strapped to
my backside and climbed into the back seat. While I was
getting strapped in he ensured that I knew the essential
numbers and gave me some brief words of advice. All went fine for the first couple of circuits and a touchand-go took us into the third one. I was feeling a bit smug as we joined the downwind leg. I was vaguely
aware of the Air Traffic Controller saying something about a Vulcan on a straight-in approach for a touchand-go but I wasn’t really listening. I was concentrating on the downwind checks. The pilot asked me if I
could see the Vulcan. It was below and to the left, on a reciprocal track. I thought he was ensuring I didn’t
miss the spectacle, but maybe he was dropping a strong hint – maybe he was hoping I would extend the
downwind leg to give a bit more separation between us and the Vulcan. Meanwhile I was focussed on
lining up the Chippie for the landing. The pilot obligingly leaned over to one side so I could peer over his
shoulder to get a better view of the runway ahead. I had just turned on to the final approach when to my
great surprise and consternation the Chipmunk reared up like a spooked horse. “I have control!”, called the

pilot and he immediately got us back on an even keel, which was just as well as we were at about 500ft and
probably a second or two away from a full-blown stall. The Vulcan meanwhile continued its touch-and-go
and lifted off, disappearing in a cloud of black smoke as he increased the power.
I can’t remember whether we landed or did a go-around. I do recall that I felt particularly stupid not to have
realised the dangers of the wake vortex from the mighty Vulcan. They hadn’t thought to mention wake
turbulence when I was at Perth, where the largest aircraft in the circuit was a Cessna 310 and the runways
were grass. Maybe they didn’t know about it.
However, my assumptions as to what really happened that day were seriously challenged many years later.
It made me re-assess the whole episode. Fast forward fifty years to a club night at the flying club. A
retired test pilot had just given a fascinating talk to club members about some of his more interesting
airborne experiences. He had been involved during the mid-1960s in a detailed investigation into the effects
of wake turbulence. He described how he had narrowly escaped a sticky end in a two-seat fast jet which
was thrown 180 degrees over on to its back while following a large transport aircraft coming in to land. The
result was a serious contact with the tarmac in an inverted condition. Both pilots were lucky to get away
with their lives. The other crew member sustained injuries which, although not life threatening, blighted the
rest of his career. I told him the story of my circuits in the Chipmunk at Waddington. I suggested that the
pilot had been well aware of the consequences of approaching to land a minute or two behind the Vulcan
and had wanted to give me a graphic demonstration, thereby teaching me a lesson I wouldn’t forget. The
test pilot’s view was that it was highly unlikely my pilot was expecting such a violent outcome, as wake
turbulence was only being fully researched at that time. So not only did I learn a salutary lesson from my
flight at Waddington, the pilot in the front seat of the Chipmunk possibly did too.

Chris Anderson
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Webcam downs and ups
You would have noticed the webcam was down. Sorry about that.
We appreciate that it’s very useful for seeing the actual weather at
Fife in real time and for checking other goings on around the
place. After the portacabin was removed in January we relocated
the west camera to the corner of the main building and it worked
fine until the advent of a new broadband provider at the airfield.
We’ve now got it reconfigured again and up and running. We
have also installed another camera facing south-east, covering the
hangar apron and the threshold of Runway 24. It is on the wall of
hangar 1 above the doors. Peter Crabb fitted the camera and ran
the cable with Jim Millar and me providing the labouring and
“gofer” duties. We had to build the scaffold tower before Peter
could get started on the actual work. Adam Hutchison did all the IT
techy bits. Thanks very much to all involved.

Chris Anderson

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Thank you to all who have contributed to this Newsletter. Please send any articles and/or photographs for
the next newsletter to emaalanlaing45@icloud.com (note new email address).
----------------

